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Message from Head of School
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Dear Parents,

In the month of February we celebrated a 
number of UN Observances, including 
International Mother Language Day.
Along with our students and colleagues, 
we brought out the rich diversity of the 
culture of our country (and some foreign 
countries as well) with wonderful 
renditions from them in Hindi, Urdu, 
Telugu, Tamil, Oriya, Gujarati, Marathi, 
Malayalam and Bengali to name a few. I 
am delighted to share a song of our 
national movement, immortalised in the 
words of Rabindranath Thakur-

সাথ $কজনমআমার
সাথ $ক জনম আমার জে,িছ এই 1দেশ।
সাথ $ক জনম, মা 1গা, 1তামায় ভােলােবেস ॥
জািন 1ন 1তার ধনরতন আেছ িক না রানীর

মতন,
>ধু জািন আমার অA জড়ুায় 1তামার ছায়ায়

এেস ॥
1কান্ বেনেত জািন 1ন ফুল গেF এমন কের

আকুল,
1কান্ গগেন ওেঠ 1র চাদঁ এমন হািস 1হেস।
আিঁখ 1মেল 1তামার আেলা Mথম আমার

1চাখ জড়ুােলা,
ওই আেলােতই নয়ন 1রেখ মুদব নয়ন 1শেষ

॥

My humble translation goes thus----

I am blessed to have been born here

I am blessed Mother that I loved you

I don’t know if you have the riches of a queen

I only know, that I feel so cool in the shade of 
your protection.

Is there ever a forest where flowers bloom so 
fragrantly…

Is there ever a sky where the moon rises with a 
smile….

From the first gaze, it was your light that 
soothed me

May I breathe my last, in that very light of 
yours.

Kahlil Gibran says the following about 
Mother-

‘The mother is everything - she is our 
consolation in sorrow, our hope in misery, 
and our strength in weakness. She is the 
source of love, mercy, sympathy, and 
forgiveness.’

Here at school, we are the surrogate 
mothers of your children, our students.

We deeply cherish the diversity of our 
country, its languages, literature, music and 
dance and are so appreciative that the 
regional and national traditions are being 
passed on as a rich legacy by you, their 
families, and by us at school, to become 
foundational to their self- identity and 
cultural quintessence.

Let our mother languages be the 
fountainhead of our cultural and spiritual 
wisdom, so that we respect diversity here 
at home, and the world over.

Sudeshna Chatterjee

Head- MS/HS
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Dear Students,

As we find ourselves deep into 
the academic year, it's been a 
period of growth, resilience, and 
accomplishments, and I'm proud 
to see the incredible work that 
each of you has contributed.

As we move forward, I encourage 
each of you to continue 
embracing the IB learner profile 
attributes—be inquirers, thinkers, 
communicators, and risk-takers. 
Your unique perspectives and 
contributions enrich our learning 
community.

The MYP places a strong 
emphasis on collaboration and 
communication. Take advantage 
of opportunities to work with your 
peers, share ideas, and engage in 
meaningful discussions. The 
diversity of thought within our 
school community is a valuable 
resource for your intellectual and 
personal development.

I want to express my gratitude to 
our dedicated teachers, parents, 
and the entire school community. 
Your support is invaluable, and 
together, we are creating an 
environment where students 
thrive academically, socially, and 
personally.

Wishing you a successful and 
fulfilling academic year ahead!

Sunitha V 
MYP Associate Coordinator



Core Values- Drop Everything And Read!
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There is no pleasure greater than reading, since a reader lives a thousand lives through 
the books he reads. On the 1st of February, the IB students swam through whirlpools, 
braved He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named, and solved mysteries in 40 minutes; an 
experience that will encourage the learners to keep on with this indispensable habit.
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PYP Parent Orientation- Stakeholder Engagement 

In the novel ‘Wonder’, the much loved Middle School Director says to a hall full of graduating grades 5 
and 6, “You're at the cusp, kids. You're at the edge between childhood and everything that comes after. 
You're in transition.” This message rings very true! And to allow these young minds to explore their 
prospects, The Gaudium organised an orientation  which attempted to familiarise the students and 
parents with the MYP curriculum.  
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Transition made easy!- Stakeholder Engagement

The Orientation also gave the parents a scope to explore reference books 
and get their queries answered from MYP facilitators.
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Women in Science – Core Values

On the 8th of February, The Gaudium School remembered the many women and girls 
who have made their place in the world of Science. Learners conducted class 
assemblies, and the teaching faculty paid homage to scientists old and new along with 
our very own faculty members.  
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Basketball matches – Holistic Excellence

Students of The Gaudium, strive for a holistic growth and sports matches 
inculcate a healthy competitive spirit and foster collaboration. Basketball 
matches held in the Indoor Basketball court saw head on competition 
between teams, and a good show of team work.
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Felicitating students with Olympiad medals 

On the 14th of February, students who have been awarded medals in the SOF-IEO, were 
felicitated by our Principal. Congratulations to all the winners on their well-deserved 
honour!
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International Mother Language Day- Core Values 

On 21st February, 1952 the Bengalis of East Bengal fought for the recognition of Bengali language. In 
2002, UNESCO formally recognised 21st February as the day to promote, preserve and protect all 
languages. This year, The Gaudium made a small attempt to unite students in celebrating their pride 
and identity, remembering the history and beauty of our heritage.
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“Language is the blood of the soul…”- Core Values

Oliver Wendell Holmes beautifully puts in words what many of us feel. Diverse languages 
brings to us diverse visions of life. To celebrate this unity in diversity, the faculty 
commemorated this day with a cultural programme filled with eloquent words, 
melodious tunes and graceful steps.
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The pages of process- Stakeholder Engagement

As MYP Visual Arts students embark on the enlightening path of self-discovery, they 
take immense pride in presenting their meticulously crafted process journals during the 
student-led conferences. This showcase not only unveils their artistic growth but also 
underscores the profound significance of the process in the art-making journey.
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National Science Day (Talking Titans) – Core Values

"Indigenous Technologies for Viksit Bharat," emphasizing the importance of 
homegrown innovations in India's scientific progress.
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MYP STUDENT LED CONFERENCE – Global Leadership

At The Gaudium, learning is bestowed upon students as an autonomous agency. 
Teachers act as facilitators, guiding them through various inquiries, fostering a strong 
bond with learning. 
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STUDENT AGENCY – Global Leadership

In the Student-Led Conference, students take ownership of their learning 
journey, presenting it confidently to their parents.
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Poster Making Competition- Core Values

Students display their creativity amalgamated with their scientific knowledge 
illustrated in the posters. Through these posters, learning became tangible, and 
the walls resonated  the vibrant colors of knowledge and creativity displayed by 
the MYP students. 
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Students Achievements @ Sports- Holistic Excellence

The students represented SGFI-School Games Federation of India In Chess 
and Badminton 

Students Participated in the Varsity Basketball League and reaching the 
Quarter Finals -2023
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Investigations and Inquiries – Holistic Excellence

As part of class activity , students did investigation on magnification of image formed 
by convex lens and they even determined how nature of image changed with position of 
the object .Flip teaching  was demonstrated on Electromagnetic waves, its types and  
application. They have designed an experiment on rate of heating and cooling as per 
criteria B and C. 
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Links

Our website:
https://www.thegaudium.com/

Facebook : For daily updates please like the page.
https://www.facebook.com/thegaudiumschool/

Youtube Channel:

https://www.youtube.com/c/Thegaudiumschool

Instagram Handle:

https://www.instagram.com/thegaudiumhyd/

LinkedIn Handle :

https://www.linkedin.com/company/thegaudium/

The Gaudium Events:

https://www.thegaudium.com/at-the-gaudium/gaudium-events/

https://www.thegaudium.com/
https://www.facebook.com/thegaudiumschool/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Thegaudiumschool
https://www.instagram.com/thegaudiumhyd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thegaudium/
https://www.thegaudium.com/at-the-gaudium/gaudium-events
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Editorial Board

Sohini Ghosh

Creative Team
Deepa Chhabra
Sunitha V
MYP Team
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Upcoming Events

Date Day Event Grade

2nd March Saturday MYP 5 TWC MYP 5

8th March Friday Mahashivratri
Holiday

Whole School

23rd March Saturday PP Exhibition MYP 5

25th March Monday Holi
Holiday

Whole School

26th to 
28thrd March

Tuesday to Thursday Mock Exam II MYP 5

29th March Friday Good Friday Holiday Whole School


